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NEVER GIVE UP! 
 

When life drags you behind with difficulties, 

And an infinite darkness covers your mind, 

Do not lose your hope, do not shed your precious tears; 

Because life is itself all about fighting with the odds and winning the fears! 

 

When life drags you behind with stress, 

With all its power to break your confidence, 

Be Brave! Wipe out all the sorrows and light a new candle of inspiration; 

Detach the curtain of unhappiness and view the world around with a new 

imagination. 

 

When life drags you behind with hassles, 

And it seems that there is no one beside you for help, 
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Always Remember! There is the Great Almighty who never does injustice with 

anyone; 

As he is our Saviour, Guide, as well as the optimum path finder for everyone. 

 

When life drags you behind with obstacles, 

Forget all those wicked situations, forget all those villainous consequences, 

Behold! You’ll find an Archer far away standing with his bow bent at its 

ultimate, 

 So that his arrows can touch the tip of the universe with its rapid rate! 

 

Just like that, you are the Arrow my friend! And; 

Your Archer is the Almighty, who is with you always, 

And He wants you to touch the zenith  

Of Happiness, Prosperity and Success....... 

Thus NEVER GIVE UP, NEVER GIVE UP, NEVER GIVE UP......... 
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